In market share analysis, it is well recognized that we have often inadmissible predicted market share, which means that some of predictors take the values outside the range [0, 1] and the total sum of predicted shares is not always one, so called "logical inconsistency". In this article, based on Bayesian VAR model, I propose a dynamic market share model with logical consistency. The proposed method makes it possible to forecast not only the values of market share by themselves, but also various dynamic market share relations across dierent brands or companies. The daily scanner data are analyzed by the proposed method.
Introduction
Many kinds of market share models have been proposed mainly for measuring the eect of marketing mix variables. The following conditions, known as the logical-consistency requirement, are essential for market share models; Each estimated market shares is non-negative and belongs to the range between zero and one(or 100%) (We call it the range condition.).
The sum of estimated market shares must be equal to one(or 100%) (We call it the summing up condition.).
Some of market share models do not always satisfy the above conditions. For example, following Naert and Weverbergh (1981) and Cooper and Nakanishi(1988) , market share models proposed so far can be classied into ve types; linear models, multiplicative models, exponential models, MCI(multiplicative competitivei n teraction) models and MNL(multinominal logit) models. The rst three models take the same form after transformation of variables and these models do not satisfy the logical-consistency requirement. On the other hand, MCI and MNL models, which can be interpreted as the normalized models of multiplicative and exponential models respectively, are dened so that the requirement is satised by construction. Their modeling and statistical properties are discussed in Nakanishi and Cooper(1974) and Cooper and Nakanishi(1988) .
Apart from these normalized models, by using general regression based model, the statistical conditions for the requirementha ve been investigated by Naert and Bultez(1973) , Beckwith(1973) and Bultes and Naert(1975) . However, as a practical implementation, it is often the case to employ an adaptive method, where k 1(k is the number of brands or companies in a market) shares are estimated in the rst by the same dimensional equation system and the remaining share is determined through the summing up condition. The justication of this method is given by Barten(1969) , which showed that the maximum likelihood estimation provides the invariant parameter estimates with respect to the excluded equation. Ghosh, Neslin and Shoemaker (1984) , Leeang and Rueyl (1984) and Brodie and de Kluyer (1984) conducted the extensive empirical studies and compared the predictive performances of these models.
Market share analysis so far has been essentially based on regression models, where market shares are explained by marketing mix variables and some environmental variables(causal data), and the predictions by these models are conducted by assuming the future values of these explanatory variables. The specication of future values for marketing variables of competing brands(or companies) can lead to distinctive prediction errors. The predicted share by these models is not automatically generated by dynamical mechanism of the model, and in this sense, these regression based models are the static models. Although regression based approach has an important meaning of measuring the eects of marketing mix variables on market shares, a dynamic statistical model as the automatic forecasting system can be useful and desirable for real decision making situation.
On the other hand, time series analysis denes the dynamic system for data generating process and its usefulness has been recognized in many disciplines especially for short-term predictions. Multivariate(or vector valued) time series models employed here dene the current market share not only by the past values of its own, but also by the past values of other competing brands(or companies).
Another background to motivate the prediction system for market share analysis is the fact that recent drastic development of computer network technology and its diusion make it easy for marketing research to get precise instantaneous information about market share, sales or some marketing mix in the form of scanner data at the daily base. For example, "InfoScan/PromotionScan" by Information Resources, Inc.(IRI), and A.C.Nielsen provide a service of supplying national tracking data recorded in the major retail scanner data base in the U.S. and Japanese Nikkei "NEEDS-POS" information system provides the customers with the same kinds of daily information. For the company, the most important advantage of using this scanner data is its promptitude and make a short-term prediction of market share or sales by using their accumulated knowledge(data) instantaneously without risky specication of marketing strategy of competing brands(or companies).
In this article, as a dynamic model, I employ VAR(vector autoregressive) model to deal with market share time series and propose an automatic short-term prediction system, where the logical-consistency problem is solved by the use of Bayesian approach. The requirement brings non-standard problem to the classical statistics because the prediction space is restricted in the form of inequality, which is very hard for classical statistics.
On the other hand, Bayesian approach provides a powerful tool for solving this problem. The proposed method provides a logically consistent predictors of market share and also accommodate the prediction of complicated dynamic relations across market shares which can beuseful for marketing strategy. Bayesian time series analysis has been well developed with the progress of ecient numerical integration techniques such a s Markov Chain Monte Calro, Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Several problems which are hard for classical approach are successfully solved by Bayesian approach, for example, in Geweke(1989a,b) , Terui(1991, 1993) , Terui(1992) and so on. The proposed method in this article can beextended by including marketing mix variables to VARX(vector autoregressive with exogenous variables). However, this extension suers from the same problem of specication of future values for explanatory variables as the regression based market share models. In this article, I aim to propose an automatic prediction system and leave this extended model for future research.
In the next section, as an important motivation of our analysis, I rst mention some examples of interesting dynamic relations across market shares, which can bepredicted by the proposed method. In section 3, I describe Bayesian VAR model, the concept of predictive density and the ecient algorithm for the evaluation of predictive density. Then I propose a dynamic market share model with logical consistency and discuss its implementation method. In section 4, I apply the proposed method to scanner data extracted from Nikkei "NEEDS-POS information" system and examine its performances. It is shown that the proposed method works well even when the sample size is not so large. Finally I briey conclude in section 5.
Dynamic Relations of Future Market Share
Now consider the case where there are three brands in a market and denote the vector of market shares at the time t by z t = ( z 1 ( t ) ; z 2 ( t ) ; z 3 ( t )) 0 , where we assume that the rst 2 brands (z 1 ; z 2 ) belong to one company and the third z 3 is the brand of competing company.
Then, in addition to logically consistent forecasting of z t , it is very often the case that forecasting various dynamical relations across market shares is useful and desirable. Some of these relations are;
Prfz 1 (t + h) + z 2 ( t + h ) > r j Y g ) The sum of share of one company's brands(the brands 1 and 2) at h step ahead exceeds r 100%.
Prf
P h j=1 z 1 (t + j) h > r j Y g ) The average share of brand 1 for next h periods exceeds r 100%.
Prfz 1 (t + h) > z 3 ( t + h ) j Y g ) A t h step ahead, the share of the brand 1 exceeds that of the competing band 3.
Over the next h periods, the mean of the brand 1's shares exceeds that of the competing brand 3.
Prf\ h j=1 (z 1 (t + j) > z 3 ( t + j )) j Y g ) The share of the brand 1 keeps greater than that of the brand 3 during h consecutive periods.
Prfz 1 (t + h) + z 2 ( t + h ) > z 3 ( t + h ) j Y g ) A t h step ahead, the total share of one company exceeds that of the competing company.
The total share of one company k eeps greater in the average than the competing company's share during h succeeding periods.
where Prf j Y gmeans the posterior probability given the data Y available up to t. In the following, I propose a logically consistent forecasting method to evaluate these kinds of posterior probabilities as well as the prediction of market shares z t by themselves.
Forecasting other interesting events can bedone in just the same way by the proposed method.
Logically Consistent Dynamic Market Share Model
In this section, I rst describe the framework of Bayesian VAR model and discuss the construction of predictive density. Then I propose a dynamic market share model with logical consistency and provide the algorithms for generating logically consistent forecasts as well as for evaluating dynamic market share relationships across the brands or companies.
Bayesian VAR Model and Joint Predictive Distribution
For k dimensional stationary time series y t = (y 1 (t); y 2 ( t ) ; ; y k ( t )) 0 , VAR model with the order p is dened as y t = B 0 + B 1 y t 1 + + B p y t p + e t 
Now standing on the point t, when we forecast h step ahead value of y, the optimal predictor b y t+h in the sense of quadratic loss function can be given as the conditional expectation E(y t+h j Y ), which, in turn, given some initial information fy t ; y t 1 ; g and y t+h has to be evaluated.
We call (6) 
the joint predictive density. The concept of the predictive distribution has been well recognized and investigated from non-Bayesian approach either. However, their results are not always general since the analysis is restricted to the case where the sucient statistics are available(see for example, Hinkley (1979) ). On the other hand, Bayesian approach constitutes the complete framework of predictive distribution. With respect to the evaluation of (7), the multiple integration does not have an analytical expression in a closed form and it is also hard to integrate analytically the joint predictive density over some region which denes the events mentioned in section 2. However, computationally ecient numerical integration techniques, for example, Markov Chain Monte Calro(MCMC), Gibbs sampler, MetlopolisHastings algorithm, have been well developed and provide numerical solutions for Bayesian analysis. In this article, I employ Monte Carlo integration via generating synthetic random numbers, which can beunderstood as one of MCMC. This method was investigated in general way by Kloek and van Dijk(1978) and Hammersley and Handscomb(1979) and has been successfully applied in time series analysis, for examples, by Geweke(1989a,b) , Terui(1991, 1993) and Terui(1992) . Now using the decomposition of joint posterior density function of ( , ),
we can write (7) 
The analytical evaluation of this multiple integral is denitely hard and the numerical integration via ecient Monte Carlo integration provides a powerful tool for the evaluation. Noting that the denominator is only proportional constant and the restrictive predictive With regard to the statistical inference on dynamic relation across market share time series, we can express the events mentioned in section 2 by using the smooth function of b Z t+h , s a y ( b Z t + h ), in the way a s f ( b Z t + h ) > r g . Then, the required posterior probability is written as ); i = 1 ; ; n ? g , take the ratio between the numberof times when the restriction ( b Z ? t+h (i) ) > r is satised and n ? . The ratio approximates the required probability.
Empirical Application
In this section, we apply the proposed method to Japanese market share time series, which w as extracted from Nikkei "NEEDS-POS" information system. This system supplies national tracking data scanned at 102 stores with the customers. Daily market share time series of the item "Butter" from July, 19 of 1996 to August, 27 of 1996 are analyzed. Market shares of 8 product makers are registered in scanner data during this period.
However the top two makers' shares(z 1 ; z 2 ) occupy most part of market share(77.4 %).
Thus the last 6 makers' shares are aggregated as the third series(z 3 ). (23) Figure 1 shows the time series plots of real observations of (z 1 ; z 2 ; z 3 ) used for estimation in the top panel and the estimates of each variable are drawn in the next 3 panels. We can observe good ttings for each market share except a few points. In particular, the 27th observation might be appropriate to be dealt with as outlier in our model. Figure 2 shows the behaviors of the joint predictive densities for each market share variable and their 5%, 25 %, 50%, 75%, 95% points, posterior means, and real observations are drawn with the prediction steps. The number of iteration for Monte Calro integration was xed at n ? = 2 ; 000 after conrming that the distributions do not change any more than 2,000 times. b z i (t + h) [q] means the qth percentile of the empirical distribution of predictive density at the step h. Note that the posterior mean E(b z i (t + h) j Y) denes a Bayesian point forecast under the quadratic loss function. From the gures, it can be seen that the joint predictive densities for z 1 and z 2 are relatively symmetric, and the median and the posterior mean take the almost same values for every prediction step. On the other hand, the predictive density for z 3 is skewed downward. Some basic statistics for each density are tabulated in Table 1 , where the number of irregularity is denoted in the last column. The irregularity here means the occurrence that the model produced inconsistent predictor which did not satisfy the condition (18) for logical consistency. Most of inconsistent predictors were generated in the last variable(z 3 ).
Next, in Table 2 , the results of forecasting market share relations are reported. The top part of the table shows the probability of some market share relations for next 10 days and we can expect with almost sure that z 1 will not be caught up by both z 2 and z 3 for next 10 days. And z 2 will take greater share than z 3 with probability 0.376 for next day, but this probability will be decreasing as the time goes on(the minimum is 0.1185 at the 6 d a ys ahead). Table 2 Probability for Dynamic Market Share Relations
The marginal predictive densities for z 2 z 3 through the prediction steps h = 1 ; 2 ; ; 5 are drawn in Figure 3 , where marginal densities are made from the histograms of the empirical distributions by connecting the ordinates at the mid points of each cell. The shaded area in each marginal density means the probability so that z 2 is greater than z 3 . Second part of the table shows the results of the same kind of relations for k consecutive days. The average properties are evaluated in the third part.
I conrmed that the dierent lags(p = 2; 3) for the model did not produce great dierence on these results.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, I proposed an automatic forecasting system for market share time series, where the logical consistency requirement is solved by employing Bayesian approach. The proposed method provides multi-step forecasts, not only for the values of market share by themselves, but also for complicated dynamic market share relationships across dierent brands or companies. It was shown that the proposed model worked well even by using relatively small sample size used in the last section.
However it is possible to extend the proposed model in the following ways. In the rst, the model can be extended to VARX(vector autoregressive with exogenous variable) models by including marketing mix variables. In that case, the future values of marketing mix must be specied in order to predict the market shares and dynamic relations between them. This means that the analysis would be the simulation studies or control theoretic approach rather than the automatic prediction. In the second, by considering that the outliers often exist in scanner data, we can extend the proposed model so as to accommodate the outliers. As a robust model for time series data, an autoregressive model with t distributed innovations is proposed and Bayesian solution is discussed in Geweke(1993) . These extensions of the proposed model are left for future research.
Appendix: Random numbergeneration from p j Y and p j ; Y With regard to the random numbers of (i) and (i) , the following algorithms are available (See, Geweke(1988) ).
Let the Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of S dened in (4) In the above, we can compose Q from normal and chi square random numbers; let U be lower triangular matrix with their non-zero elements u 11 ; u 12 ; ; u kk follows 
